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A variety of electrostatic phenomena, including the structure of electric double layers and the aggrega-
tion of charged colloids and proteins, are affected by nonuniform electric permittivity. These effects
are frequently ignored in analytical and computational studies and particularly difficult to handle
in situations where multiple dielectric contrasts are present, such as in colloids that are heteroge-
neous in permittivity. We present an extension to the Iterative Dielectric Solver developed by Barros
and Luijten [Phys. Rev. Lett. 113, 017801 (2014)] that makes it possible to accurately compute
the polarization of anisotropic particles with multiple dielectric contrasts. This efficient boundary-
element-method-based approach is applicable to geometries that are not amenable to other solvers,
opening the possibility of studying collective phenomena of dielectrically anisotropic particles. We
provide insight into the underlying physical reasons for this efficiency. Published by AIP Publishing.
https://doi.org/10.1063/1.5048203

Electrostatic effects play a crucial role in colloidal suspen-
sions, affecting their stabilization, aggregation, and electroki-
netics.1–4 Computer simulations can provide crucial insight in
these electrostatic phenomena but owing to computational lim-
itations typically resort to coarse-grained simulations, often
using the so-called primitive model.5 This model treats col-
loids and ions as discrete particles but the background solvent
as dielectric continuum. It is generally more accurate than
mean-field techniques, since fluctuations and steric effects
(i.e., finite ion size) are incorporated explicitly. However,
since a colloid typically has a different electric permittivity
than the surrounding solvent, it is also important to account
for induced surface (polarization) charge. To resolve such
effects in the primitive model, the dielectric heterogeneity
must be included when solving Poisson’s equation, which
is typically analytically complicated and numerically costly.
Thus, polarization effects are ignored altogether in many sim-
ulation models. Recent studies have demonstrated that this
is not generally justified, since dielectric effects can signifi-
cantly alter the ionic density profile near a surface,6–11 modu-
late ion mobility,12 and affect the structure of self-assembled
aggregates.13 Until now, these studies have only addressed
dielectrically isotropic particles. In recent years, the study of
anisotropic particles has emerged as one of the frontiers in
colloidal science. These particles often display “patchiness,”
i.e., surface regions that possess distinct physical or chemi-
cal properties. Such patchy particles are promising candidates
for drug delivery, molecular electronics, self-healing materi-
als, etc.14 However, accounting for dielectric effects in these
particles is considerably more complicated than for isotropic
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spheres, since the standard image-charge techniques cannot be
applied.

For dielectrically isotropic and homogeneous spherical
colloids, the traditional method of images is applicable to
single-colloid systems, where the image potential of an exter-
nal charge is represented by the total electrostatic potential
of its Kelvin image and a line image charge.15 For mul-
tiple colloids, generalizations of the image-charge method
through multi-level reflections16 and the bispherical harmonic
expansion method17 have been proposed.18 For colloids with
anisotropic dielectric properties, the situation becomes expo-
nentially more complicated, as there are fewer symmetries to
be exploited. More importantly, even in the simplest case of
piece-wise uniform dielectric domains, such anisotropic par-
ticles pose the additional challenge of multiple dielectric mis-
matches. Indeed, for more complicated geometries, alternative
approaches are preferred. Auxiliary-field simulation methods,
initially demonstrated as a Monte Carlo algorithm19 and sub-
sequently adapted to molecular dynamics (MD),20,21 offer the
advantage that no explicit solution of Poisson’s equation is
required. Owing to their local character, they can be adapted
immediately to systems with nonuniform permittivity22 and
offer O(N) scaling. Here, we focus on the boundary-element
method (BEM), in which sharp dielectric interfaces are dis-
cretized into surface patches whose induced charge is found
through the numerical solution of the integral form of Poisson’s
equation.23–31 For complex geometries, the BEM outperforms
image-based approaches in efficiency and ease of implemen-
tation.32 Its efficiency is dominated by the underlying electro-
static solver and thus offers O(N log N) or even O(N) scaling.
Auxiliary-field field methods are a natural choice for prob-
lems with continuously varying permittivities,33,34 whereas
systems with mobile dielectric boundaries until now have
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only been demonstrated with a BEM-based approach.13 For
simple dielectric geometries (e.g., a single isotropic sphere
or planar interface), image-based methods offer superior
performance.

Although in principle BEM-based matrix equation solvers
can be applied to obtain the electrostatic potential around
dielectric objects of arbitrary geometry and dielectric config-
uration, their accuracy and convergence rate are highly depen-
dent on the conditioning of the boundary-element equations.35

This conditioning depends not only on the BEM formalism36

but also on other factors, including object geometry,31 level
of discretization, and shape of each boundary-element.36,37

Preconditioning techniques have been proposed in the con-
text of both Poisson’s equation38 and the Poisson–Boltzmann
equation39 for multi-region dielectric problems with large
numbers of boundary elements, but neither the role of dielec-
tric heterogeneities (such as present in patchy colloids, pro-
teins, etc.) nor the spectrum of the BEM matrix has been
examined explicitly. We perform such an analysis and attain
an intuitive physical understanding of the role of precondi-
tioning, making it possible to extend the Iterative Dielectric
Solver introduced in Refs. 13 and 31—which throughout this
paper we will refer to as IDS—to achieve high accuracy and
fast convergence for systems of dielectrically heterogeneous
particles.

Unlike finite-difference methods (FDM)40–43 or finite-
element methods (FEMs),44,45 which partition the entire spa-
tial domain, BEMs formulate partial differential equations as
boundary integral equations and only seek the boundary val-
ues. For Poisson’s equation in electrostatics, the boundary
values can be either the surface charge density or the sur-
face potential and its derivatives. Since the permittivity often
varies rapidly at dielectric boundaries, one typically imposes
sharp dielectric interfaces that separate piecewise uniform
media23 so that Poisson’s equation only needs to be solved
on two-dimensional rather than three-dimensional (3D) grids.

We consider a dielectrically inhomogeneous system in
space V consisting of piecewise uniform dielectric domains
separated by smooth boundaries S; i.e., at arbitrary interface
location s with outward unit normal n̂(s), we have different
relative permittivities εin(s) and εout(s) on the opposing sides.
We assume free charge distributions σf(s) on the interfaces
and ρf(r) in the bulk, which give rise to the induced surface
charge density σpol(s), for which various boundary integral
representations have been derived. Following Refs. 24 and 31,
we choose

ε̄(s)
[
σf (s) + σpol(s)

]
+ ε0∆ε(s)n̂(s) · E(s) = σf (s), (1)

where ε̄(s) = [εin(s) + εout(s)]/2, ∆ε(s) = εout(s) − εin(s), and
ε0 is the vacuum permittivity. The electric field E(s) com-
prises contributions from all (free and induced) surface and
bulk charges,

E(s) = lim
δ→0

∫∫
S, |s−s′ |>δ

[
σf (s′) + σpol(s′)

]
(s − s′)

4πε0 |s − s′ |3
ds′

+
∫∫∫
V\S

ρf (r′)(s − r′)
4πε0ε(r′)|s − r′ |3

dr′, (2)

where, to avoid the divergence of the layer potential, the
infinitesimal disk |s − s′| ≤ δ is excluded. ε(r′) is the rel-
ative permittivity at the off-surface location r′. Equation (1)
relates the induced charge density at surface location s directly
to all other charges and thus has to be solved self-consistently.
To this end, the BEM discretizes the interfaces and rep-
resents the continuous surface charge density σ(s) with a
set of basis functions f i(s) defined at each of N boundary
patches,

σ(s) = σf (s) + σpol(s) =
N∑

i=1

σifi(s), (3)

where σi is the weight at the ith patch.46 For sim-
plicity, piecewise-constant basis functions are widely
adopted,36,47

fi(s) =

{
1 if s ∈ si

0 if s < si
, (4)

where si is the enclosure of patch i. Under this approximation,
σ(s) is discretized onto the N boundary patches, each carry-
ing a charge density σi. For a finite number of patches, this
approximate σ(s) does not satisfy Eq. (1) exactly but results in
a residual. To minimize this residual, the BEM forces it to be
orthogonal to a set of test functions.48 If these test functions
coincide with our basis functions, this approach reduces to the
standard Galerkin method.35 If, in addition to the discretiza-
tion, we assume that the bulk free charge distribution consists
of point charges, Eq. (1) can be written in matrix formAσ = b,
with

Aij =

∫∫
si



ε̄(s)δij +

∫∫
sj

[
∆ε(s)

4π
n̂(s) · (s − s′)
|s − s′ |3

]
ds′




ds (5)

and

bi = −

∫∫
si



∆ε(s)
4π

∑
k

qk

ε(rk)
n̂(s) · (s − rk)

|s − rk |
3


ds +

∫∫
si

σf (s)ds.

(6)

The nested integral in Eq. (5), if evaluated via one-point
quadrature at patch centroids, can lead to two different for-
mulations. If s is evaluated at si, we have the collocation
approach,49 with

Aij =

∫∫
si

ε̄(s)δijds + ai
∆ε(si)

4π

∫∫
sj

n̂(si) · (si − s′)
|si − s′ |3

ds′ . (7)

If s′ is evaluated at sj, we arrive at the qualocation approach,50

which at similar computational effort gives much better
accuracy,47,51 especially for flat patches.52

For large-scale simulations, the solver must be not only
accurate but also highly efficient. The IDS31 takes the qualo-
cation approach,

Aij = aiε̄(si)δij + aj
∆ε(si)

4π

∫∫
si

n̂(s) · (s − sj)

|s − sj |
3

ds, (8)

bi = −
∆ε(si)

4π

∫∫
si

∑
k

qk

ε(rk)
n̂(s) · (s − rk)

|s − rk |
3

ds

+
∫∫

si

σf(s)ds, (9)
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where Eq. (8) can be precomputed for fixed dielectric
geometries but becomes time-dependent for mobile dielec-
tric objects. Thus, to reduce computational cost, for i , j
the integral is approximated by one-point (centroid) quadra-
ture and for i = j a curvature correction is added by assum-
ing disk-shaped patches with mean curvature.26 By further
assuming that source charges cannot approach the dielec-
tric interfaces very closely and approximating Eq. (9) via
one-point quadrature as well, we arrive at simplified expres-
sions for which the collocation and qualocation approaches
coincide,

Aij = ε̄iδij + aj
∆εi

4π

n̂i · (si − sj)

|si − sj |
3

, (10)

bi = −
∆εi

4π

∑
k

qk

ε(rk)
n̂i · (si − rk)

|si − rk |
3

+ σf(si), (11)

with ε̄i ≡ ε̄(si), ∆εi ≡ ∆ε(si), and n̂i ≡ n̂(si). To retain
the dimensionality of Eq. (1), we have divided both sides
of

∑
j Aijσj = bi by the patch area ai. Instead of solving

this matrix equation through inversion of Eq. (10), the IDS31

applies the iterative Generalized Minimal Residual (GMRES)
method.53 One starts with an initial approximate solution
σ(0) and its corresponding initial residual r(0) = b − Aσ(0).
Then, in the mth iteration, a basis of the Krylov space is
generated,

K(m) = span{r(0),Ar(0), . . . ,Am−1r(0)}. (12)

Since these basis vectors may be linearly dependent, Arnoldi
iteration is used to find orthogonal basis vectors {q1, q2, . . .,
qm}, and the mth approximate solution σ(m) is obtained via
linear combination. The computational cost of GMRES is
dominated by the generation of each basis vector in Eq. (12),
which normally scales asO(N2). However, our particular oper-
ator Aij involves pairwise Coulomb interactions so that the
calculation can be accelerated by a fast Ewald solver, such as
the particle–particle particle–mesh (PPPM) method54,55 at cost
O(N log N) or a Fast Multipole Method56 at costO(N), without
explicit matrix construction. Once the surface induced charge
density is obtained, the electrostatic energy and forces fol-
low naturally and can be used for Monte Carlo and molecular
dynamics (MD) simulations.

In the context of the dielectrically heterogeneous particles
examined below, it proves insightful to first closely examine
the performance of the IDS approach proposed in Ref. 31 for
a uniform spherical particle, with specific focus on the conse-
quences of the one-point quadrature in Eqs. (10) and (11). We
adopt a test case from Ref. 51, i.e., the polarization potential
of a dielectric sphere (εin = 80, εout = 2) of radius 5 Å, induced
by a positive unit charge (q = +e) located inside the sphere, at a
distance 4 Å away from the sphere center (Fig. 1). In Ref. 51,
this was found to be a remarkably challenging system, with
strong deviations between some numerical approaches and
the analytical solution57 for the induced potential along the
z-axis. The collocation approach27 was observed to yield a
potential more than twice smaller than the analytical result for
a spherical surface discretized into 364 or 1456 flat tiles, with
each tile subdivided into 100 elements for numerical integra-
tion (Fig. 2). On the other hand, the qualocation method50 was
found to yield excellent agreement with the analytical solution

FIG. 1. Test system introduced in Ref. 51 to examine the accuracy of var-
ious Poisson solvers. A positive unit charge is placed 4 Å from the center
of a dielectric sphere (εin = 80) of radius 5 Å. The sphere is embedded in a
background medium with relative permittivity εout = 2. Shading on the sphere
surface indicates the induced charge.

for the same tiling and subdivision. Figure 2 shows that even
the one-point quadrature implementation of the IDS performs
far better than collocation with flat disks,27,52 for similar global
discretization levels (i.e., number of patches employed for the
entire sphere). Yet, the deviation from the analytical result is
still quite significant. This is fully mitigated by imposing the
“net induced-charge constraint” derived in Ref. 31. For this
test case, the net induced charge on the sphere is nonzero, and

FIG. 2. Accuracy comparison between the IDS (Iterative Dielectric Solver)
implementation of Ref. 31 and more costly alternative techniques for the
induced charge potential along the z-axis for the configuration of Fig. 1. Pur-
ple solid line marks the analytical solution. Open symbols represent data
from Ref. 52 employing the induced charge computation (ICC) method,27

where the sphere is discretized into 364 (red open circles) and 1456 (blue
open squares) flat patches with 100 subtiles per patch. The large discrepancy
between these data and the analytical result can be significantly reduced by
using one-point quadrature31 [dotted lines marked “without constraint” for
comparable patch numbers, namely, 372 (red) and 1472 (blue)]. Enforcing
the net induced-charge constraint (cf. Ref. 31 and the main text) improves the
data (small red and blue solid circles) such that they become indistinguish-
able from the analytical result, except near the two surface boundary points
(z =±5 Å), where discretization effects dominate. This improvement, which is
achieved at negligible additional computational cost, can be understood from
the eigenvalue spectrum of the operator employed in the IDS (see the main
text).
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the total (free and bound) charge should be q/εout (Ref. 31,
Sec. IV H). The total bound charge itself consists of two
contributions: the bound charge at the source charge location
(q/εin − q) and the surface induced charge so that the latter
must equal q/εout − q/εin. To enforce this physical constraint
within GMRES, for simplicity, we evenly distribute the net
charge over all patches for the initial trial solution σ(0) and
enforce the inner product of the patch areas (a1, a2, . . ., aN )
and each subsequent basis vector, ∆(m) =

∑N
i=1 ai(qm)i, to

be zero, by subtracting ∆(m)/N from the computed induced
surface charge of each patch at every iteration. This tech-
nique, which comes at negligible computational cost, yields
excellent agreement with the analytical solution and rapid
convergence as a function of the number of surface patches.
Indeed, the accuracy is comparable with the full qualocation
approach at similar discretization levels, while avoiding the
use of subpatch discretization to obtain the second term of
Aij in Eq. (8) (i.e., only a single evaluation per patch, rather
than numerical integration over 100 subtiles). We note that the
IDS31 employs patches with a fixed curvature, implemented
via a curvature correction,26 but this is not to be confused
with curved surface elements,52 which are computationally
far more costly. Also, we have explicitly verified that this cur-
vature correction has a near-negligible effect on the results in
Fig. 2.

The high accuracy of the IDS for this test case arises from
two aspects of the spectrum of the matrix operator A. First,
A is well-conditioned. For Aσ = b, the L2-norm condition
number κ(A) = ηmax(A)/ηmin(A) characterizes the sensitiv-
ity of the solution σ to a perturbation in b, where ηmax(A)
and ηmin(A) are the largest and smallest singular values of
A, respectively. A perturbation δb in b will lead to a per-
turbation δσ in σ, whose norm is bounded by the condition
number,58

‖δσ‖

‖σ‖
≤ κ(A)

‖δb‖
‖b‖

. (13)

A typical MD simulation employs a fast Ewald solver with
moderate accuracy, leading to inaccuracies in b. Thus, an
accurate solution of σ requires a small condition number
κ(A). For a normal matrix, κ(A) = |λmax(A)|/|λmin(A)|,
with λ being its eigenvalues. Whereas the sphere of Fig. 1
is dielectrically isotropic, the patches differ slightly in area,
causing the matrix A to be asymmetric, which results in
complex eigenvalues, albeit with small imaginary parts. The
condition number κ(A) can be computed explicitly, since
the spectrum λ of A was solved analytically for a spherical
geometry,31

λ =

{
εout,

(
2
3
εout +

1
6
εin

)
, . . . ,

(
1
2
εout +

1
2
εin

)}
, (14)

yielding κ(A) = 41/2, sufficiently small to guarantee a well-
conditioned matrix.

In Fig. 3, we evaluate the eigenvalues of A based upon
Eq. (10), at different discretization levels. The extreme eigen-
values min(λ) and max(λ) gradually approach the analyt-
ical predictions, i.e., 2 and 41, as the patch number N
is increased. The relative imaginary parts Im(λ)/Re(λ) are
indeed very small and decrease as N increases, indicating

FIG. 3. Complex spectrum λ of the operator A in Eq. (10) for the dielectric
sphere of Fig. 1 at different discretization levels N. As N increases, the real
parts of the smallest and largest eigenvalues approach 2 and 41, respectively,
in agreement with Eq. (14).31 The imaginary parts are small across the entire
spectrum, reflecting the near-symmetric character of A. The inset shows the
histogram of the real parts Re(λ), illustrating that apart from the outlying
smallest eigenvalue all other values are clustered.

that A is close to a normal matrix. For 372 patches, we find
κ(A) ≈ 9.87.

The second contribution to the accuracy of the IDS also
follows from the spectrum. Namely, the convergence rate of
GMRES depends on the eigenvalue distribution of A in the
complex plane.59 For fast convergence, the eigenvalues should
be clustered away from zero; i.e., the distance between any
two eigenvalues should be much smaller than the distance
of any eigenvalue from the origin.60,61 Figure 3 shows that
the minimum eigenvalue is isolated from the other eigenval-
ues, compromising the quality of the spectrum. The eigen-
vector of this outlying eigenvalue is uniform, corresponding
to a uniform surface charge density.31 As the total induced
charge follows from Gauss’s theorem, this contribution can
be computed analytically and imposed as a constraint during
the GMRES iterations. Since A is real and near-symmetric,
its eigenvectors are orthogonal. Thus, the physical constraint
imposed in the IDS precisely eliminates contributions of
the outlying eigenvalue. The remaining eigenvalues are clus-
tered (cf. Fig. 3, inset), ensuring fast convergence of the
IDS implementation in Fig. 2. Since each GMRES iteration
involves evaluation of the electric field at each patch loca-
tion subject to the accuracy of the Ewald solver, reduction
of the number of iterations reduces the cumulative error as
well.

The IDS, including the net-charge constraint, has been
successfully applied to calculate the self-assembly and polar-
ization of suspensions of binary mixtures of isotropic spherical
colloids.13 Indeed, this solver is applicable to arbitrary geome-
tries, but the examination of the dielectric sphere has shown
that subtle issues may arise. To clarify these issues in the
case of dielectrically heterogeneous particles, where additional
dielectric interfaces arise, we consider the prototypical exam-
ple of a Janus sphere composed of a silica hemisphere and
a metallic hemisphere.10 This example exhibits three dielec-
tric interfaces: two hemispherical surfaces and one equatorial
disk (Fig. 4). The silica side has permittivity εSiO2 = 4, and
the permittivity of the conducting side is approximated by
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FIG. 4. Silica/metal Janus particle of diameter 14σ (with σ = 7.14 Å). The
two hemispheres are separated by a disk-shaped dielectric interface (hidden
from view). As a test case of the dielectric solver applied to dielectrically
anisotropic particles, we examine the surface potential induced by a positive
unit charge located at (9σ, 0, 0).

εh = 105. The system is embedded in a uniform dielectric
medium representing water (εm = 80). We set the diameter of
the Janus particle to d = 14σ = 10 nm, where σ = 7.14 Å is
the Bjerrum length.

To study the accuracy of the IDS, we compute the polar-
ization charge induced on a Janus sphere by a monovalent ion
and compare the resulting surface potential to a finite-element
calculation performed using the COMSOL package (Version
5.1, 2015). The Janus particle has azimuthal symmetry about
the z-axis. The positive unit charge is placed 9σ from its cen-
ter, at a polar angle θ = π/2 (i.e., in the equatorial plane of the
Janus particle), so that the external source field acts equally
on both hemispheres (Fig. 4). Since the IDS yields the surface
charge density rather than the potential, additional errors are
introduced when we back-compute the potential on each sur-
face patch, especially for the contributions from immediately
neighboring patches and from the patch itself. To reduce such
errors, we adopt a mesh with 10 242 patches on the sphere and
5000 patches on the equatorial disk. The electric field is eval-
uated via PPPM Ewald summation, with a periodic simulation
box that is large enough (400 × 400 × 400σ3) to minimize
periodicity artifacts. Both the relative error of the Ewald sum-
mation and the convergence criterion of GMRES are set to
10−6. In the finite-element calculation, a ground potential is
imposed at the boundaries of the simulation box. To suppress
artifacts resulting from this, we employ the same large sim-
ulation cell as for the BEM-based calculation. The entire 3D
volume is discretized into a nonuniform mesh with 3 147 897
tetrahedral elements.

Figure 5 compares the two approaches for the total sur-
face potential. We plot the potential at all patch centroids as a
function of their z coordinates. The red symbols show the FEM
calculation, with a constant potential on the metal hemisphere
(z > 0). The other symbols all represent BEM calculations
using the IDS,31 with different conditions. These data exhibit
minor deviations from the constant potential for small positive
z (i.e., close to the equatorial plane), caused by discretization.
More important, however, are the systematic discrepancies. If

FIG. 5. Comparison of different calculations of the total surface potential
on a Janus sphere as set up in Fig. 4, i.e., a dielectric Janus particle embed-
ded in water (εm = 80), with a silica hemisphere (εSiO2 = 4) and a metal
hemisphere (εh = 105), and a positive unit charge placed at (9σ, 0, 0). The
spherical dielectric interface centered at the origin has radius 7σ = 4.998 nm
and is divided into 10 242 patches on the sphere and 5000 patches on the
disk that constitutes the metal–silica interface. Red data points represent the
surface potential as computed via a FEM calculation. The potential is con-
stant on the metal hemisphere (z > 0) and varies on the silica hemisphere
(z < 0). Cyan data are obtained with the IDS (iterative BEM-based dielectric
solver) without any additional constraints. Blue data are obtained with the
same solver, while constraining the net induced charge to zero. Both data sets
exhibit significant deviations from the FEM solution. The green data points
represent the IDS results obtained with a net-neutrality constraint as well as
Jacobi preconditioning of the matrix operator. These results are obtained with
negligible additional computational cost compared to a standard solver and
exhibit excellent agreement with the FEM data. See the main text for a detailed
discussion.

no net induced-charge constraint is imposed, the BEM data
(cyan) display a strong, systematic deviation from the FEM
data. For the metal hemisphere, the surface potential is almost
twice higher than the correct result, and also for the silica hemi-
sphere, the potential is consistently too high. We emphasize
that the data have converged, but to the incorrect result. This
behavior is similar to what we observed for the isotropic sphere
(Fig. 2), although with significantly larger deviations. Once
the net induced-charge constraint is imposed (which amounts
to a net-neutrality constraint in this case, as the point charge
is located outside the sphere) for the entire Janus particle—
i.e., for the entire system composed of the patches on the two
hemispheres as well the patches at the silica–metal interface—
these deviations are significantly reduced, but by no means
negligible (Fig. 5, blue data). The potential on the metal side
is mostly constant, but still too high, and the potential on
the silica side only matches the FEM calculation close to the
equator.

To understand and resolve these discrepancies, we again
turn to the spectrum of the operator A. We find that the
large dielectric mismatches at the metal–water interface and
the central metal–silica interface have a detrimental effect on
the condition number, yielding κ(A) = 2.93 × 103. More-
over, as illustrated in Fig. 6 (red data), the spectrum exhibits
two groups of normalized eigenvalues, clustered around 0
and 0.65, respectively, resulting in slow convergence. The
anisotropy of the Janus particle also results in an asymmet-
ric matrix and significant imaginary parts for some of the
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FIG. 6. Comparison between the
scaled spectra of the matrix A for a
Janus particle (Fig. 4) with Jacobi
preconditioning (green data) and
without preconditioning (red data). The
x-axis is scaled by the maximum of the
real part of all eigenvalues. The y-axis
gives the ratio between the imaginary
and real parts of each eigenvalue.

eigenvalues, hindering numerical solution of the matrix equa-
tion.62 To improve this, we apply a preconditioner M to trans-
form the matrix equation,60 M−1Aσ = M−1b. The choice
M = A would yield perfect spectral properties but is pro-
hibitively costly in situations where A is dynamic. Instead,
we observe that the simple Jacobi (or diagonal) preconditioner
M = diag(A) = diag(ε̄ii) can be applied here. It is efficient for
diagonally dominant matrices,60 as confirmed by the modified
spectrum (Fig. 6, green data). With the Jacobi precondition-
ing, the condition number drops 46-fold to 63.7, and the scaled
eigenvalues are clustered around 0.50. These improvements
are reflected in the corresponding results for surface poten-
tial (Fig. 5, green data), which are in excellent agreement
with the FEM calculations. Intuitively, this preconditioning
remedies the disproportionate weight of patches with large
prefactors in Eq. (10), i.e., large ε̄i and ∆εi in the residual—
precisely the situation that arises if multiple dielectric mis-
matches are present. This method of preconditioning can be
implemented in a particularly simple manner—namely, in each
iteration of GMRES, the residual of the ith patch is normalized
by ε̄ii.

In summary, these results demonstrate that a combina-
tion of high accuracy in the electrostatic summation, a strict
convergence criterion in the GMRES method, and a fine dis-
cretization level in the BEM are insufficient to guarantee the
correctness of polarization charge calculations. However, with
proper preconditioning to reduce the matrix condition number
for systems with multiple dielectric contrasts and a physical
(net induced-charge) constraint to eliminate the effects of out-
lying eigenvalues in the operator spectrum, the iterative dielec-
tric solver of Ref. 31 is capable of accurately and efficiently
resolving induced charge in systems with multiple dielectric
contrasts. A crucial observation is that the preconditioning pro-
posed here can be achieved at no additional computational
cost. This is essential for situations where the dielectric envi-
ronment is time-dependent, such as in dynamical simulations
of colloids, proteins, etc., and thus, the induced charges must

be resolved with the highest possible efficiency. For simplicity,
we have focused on the prototypical Janus geometry. However,
the techniques presented here to improve the spectrum of the
BEM matrix are general and can be applied to a broad variety
of dielectric systems.63
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